EFF STATEMENT ON THE ONGOING BATTLE OF BANNERS AT THE WESTERN
CAPE HIGH COURT
Friday, 08 October 2021
The Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) takes note of the postponement of the urgent
hearing at the Western Cape High Court on the matter of the EFF and the DA led City
Council over the dispute of hanging banners. The matter was stood down yesterday
for hearing today by agreement between the parties.
Today, by agreement between the parties, the matter was further stood down for
Friday, 15 October 2021. In the meantime, the court encouraged the parties to seek
an amicable solution on the dispute before then. The City undertook not to bring down
the banners until such time the court has heard the matter and made an order.
The EFF approached the court on an urgent basis on Wednesday evening seeking an
interdict against the City's threat to bring down the EFF elections banners, arguing
that they are not posters. The EFF however, argues in its papers that the rules or
bylaws prohibiting political parties hanging banners is inherently irrational,
unconstitutional, and unlawful.
The City has opposed the application by the EFF, which application brings up
constitutional arguments against these irrational bylaws impeding free political
activities and advertisements in the midst of the Covid19 pandemic and scarce
financial resources of political parties.
The DA-run City of Cape Town is the only city in the Country that prohibits use of
banners for political advertisements, yet the DA has mounted similar banners in
Phoenix justifying vigilantism and genocide against Africans.

As such, the EFF awaits the hearing for Friday and is ready to take this matter to the
Highest Court in the land to bring certainty on the conduct of the city.
In the time being, the EFF calls on the ALL ground forces, particularly in the Western
Cape, to intensify voter contact to unseat ruling parties everywhere in South Africa in
the upcoming Local Government Elections.
Our battle cry remains...Land and Jobs Manje!!

